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Abstract

The dual coolant lithium lead (DCLL) is a candidate to be an effective breeding blanket (BB) concept for nuclear fusion
technologies. One critical point of this design is the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effects involving Lorentz damping force
which produces relevant pressure drop in the eutectic flow. In the framework of the European DEMO, the application of
sandwich-like steel-alumina-steel Flow Channel Insert (FCI) seems to be the best solution to reduce the pressure drop
by electrically decoupling the liquid PbLi from the Eurofer walls. The impact of the FCI on the PbLi velocity profile
is analyzed in this work with a CFD solver implemented on OpenFOAM. Under the assumption of non-buoyant fully
developed channel flow the temperature map in the channel is computed. Based on the temperature field, the induced
deformation is evaluated. The effects of the FCI deformation and possible rupture of the FCI on the velocity profile and on
the corresponding pressure drop are then parametrically investigated. Results show that the deformation of the FCI and
the possible break in the Hartmann wall do not lead to significant variations in the pressure drop from the case of intact
FCI in a wide range of interaction parameters.
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1. Introduction

The breeding blanket (BB) will be a key component of
tokamak type fusion nuclear power plants. Dual-coolant
lead-lithium (DCLL) is one of the BB designs being consid-
ered within DEMO project [7] [8]. In DCLL, pressurized
He will cool the structure while the liquid metal (LM) will
extract the volumetric heat deposited in the breeding chan-
nels. The layout of the BB in DEMO is described in [1].

As the LM flows under the tokamak magnetic field, elec-
tric currents will be induced in the liquid, creating Lorentz
forces opposing the fluid flow. To perform its cooling func-
tion, PbLi has to flow at considerable speed (∼2 cm/s), a
fact that would result in prohibitive head losses in the cir-
cuit in case the bulk of the LM is in direct contact with the
steel-based (Eurofer) channel walls.

In order to electrically insulate the LM and the steel
walls, Malang et al. [14] proposed the use of "flow chan-
nel inserts" (FCI), a non-structural electrically insulating
coating between the LM bulk flow and the channel walls.
FCI properties and fabrication techniques have been under
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thorough investigation over the last years by Norajitra [19]
and Fernandez-Berceruelo [9].

Several authors have investigated the influence of FCI
in the MHD pressure drop and in the velocity profile, nu-
merically in Urgorri [25], Smolentsev [24] [23], Xu [26] and
Yang [27] and experimentally in Bühler [2] and Smolentsev
[22].

Bühler [4] correlated a formula to obtain the FCI chan-
nel pressure drop depending on the FCI layers’ thickness
and conductivity. It has been used in several reports such
as Ihli [11] and Rapisarda [21].

Some studies have taken into consideration the influ-
ence on the flow of a failure in the continuity of the FCI
inside the channel. They are mentioned below.

Hua [10] analyzed the insulator coating cracks influ-
ence on the pressure drop of a blanket channel for ITER
Test Blanket Module and Yang [27] studied different loca-
tions of electric shortcuts between bulk and gap flow, and
showed the influence of multiple breaks at the same time.

Smolentsev [24] studied by means of a fully-developed
flow model the influence of a pressure equalization hole
(PEH) or pressure equalization slice (PES) in rectangular
channels with FCI. PEH and PES were proposed to reduce
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Figure 1: Regions of the computed domain: Eurofer in red, alumina in blue and PbLi in green

pressure differences between bulk and gap that could lead
to unacceptable stresses in the FCI. Results showed that
breaks in the FCI on the Hartmann (Ha) walls were much
less disrupting than breaks on the side walls. This is due
to the important jets arising in the side gap flow, while the
fluid in the Ha gap is quasi-stagnant. Xu [26] did a similar
analysis with similar results by means of direct simulation
of the 3D MHD.

Smolentsev [22] studied numerically the experimental
results in UCLA of a SiC-based FCI performance test. An
interesting phenomenon occurred in the testing campaign
with the penetration of LM into the porous insulator due to
defects on the FCI external coating.

Recently Chen [6] performed a 3D multi-physics study
of the same configuration coupling the CFD analysis with a
finite element method (FEM) code to study the deformation
and stresses of the FCI (although the FCI deformation was
not considered).

Bühler [3] studied numerically (using the assymptotic
method) the effect of a FCI insulation interruption on a cir-
cular pipe. Bühler [2] completed the analysis with an ex-
perimental investigation at the MEKKA laboratory at KIT.

Although bare FCI insulators have been considered as
candidates in Urgorri et al. [25], the multilayer FCI made
of steel-alumina-steel (1mm-5mm-1mm) proposal is the work
baseline for the low-temperature version of DCLL [21] (cur-
rently being developed in EUROfusion). It is the reference
design analyzed in this work.

MHD contribution to pressure drop has been analyzed
in this work under different conditions: design reference
FCI case, FCI deformation case and FCI break case. Re-
sults have been parametrically investigated under differ-

ent flow regimes. To the authors’ knowledge this is the first
time that the influence on the MHD of a FCI deformation
has been studied.

2. Problem set-up

The analysis carried out in this work and the necessary
assumptions are described in the following lines.

In Figure 1, different regions with different colors are
shown. Green central zone represents the bulk liquid metal
fluid that flows vertically. The bulk region is surrounded by
a three layer FCI made of steel-alumina-steel, represented
with red-blue-red colors. The FCI is surrounded by the gap
region, where liquid metal flow is represented also in green,
and finally the surrounding steel structural walls are rep-
resented in red. The studied domain has been halved in
the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field direction due
to the symmetric electric currents and velocities seen in
previous calculations. This implies that any deformation
or break simulated in the Hartmann FCI wall is implicitly
applied in the opposite/symmetric FCI wall.

The flow is considered to be fully-developed, therefore a
2D set of equations has been considered and only the veloc-
ity component perpendicular to the channel cross-section
has non-zero value. The fully-developed assumption im-
plies that when applying a deformation or a break in the
FCI, it should be understood as an infinitely long defor-
mation/break. The flow has been considered of negligible
buoyancy, even in the thermal case. The induced magnetic
field is considered negligible compared to the externally ap-
plied magnetic field from the tokamak coils (low magnetic
Reynolds).
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The set of equations applied for this study are the Navier-
Stokes equations coupled to the Maxwell equations. Differ-
ent strategies for solving them have been proposed for liq-
uid metals in the past. Some examples can be the magnetic
induction approach [12] and the current density conserva-
tive scheme [18]. The latter suits with the low magnetic
Reynolds of the case, what justifies the inductionless ap-
proximation and the use of the so-called φ-formulation, i.e.:

∇·v = 0 (1)
∂v
∂t

+ (v ·∇)v =−∇p
ρ

+ν∇2v+ j×B
ρ

(2)

∇2φ=∇· (v×B) (3)

j =σm(−∇φ+v×B) (4)

where v is fluid velocity, t time, p pressure, ν kinematic
viscosity of the fluid (ν = µ/ρ), j electric current, φ electric
potential, σm electric conductivity of the fluid and B exter-
nal magnetic field. All these equations are solved for the
liquid regions. Only Equations 3 and 4 are solved for the
solid regions. A detailed derivation of the set of equations
and the PISO-like solution procedure using a finite volume
approach can be found on Mas de les Valls [15] and on Ni
et al. [18].

The inlet and outlet boundary conditions have been set
to cyclic for all variables. The pressure gradient is corrected
at each time-step in order to guarantee the target mean ve-
locity in the bulk region, which is known by design. The
same pressure gradient is later applied to the gap fluid re-
gion.

For pure LM MHD flow (i.e. considering the absence
of thermally driven buoyancy) the dimensionless numbers
that describe the problem are three: the Hartmann num-
ber: Ha = Bb

√
σm/µ, the Reynolds number: Re = ρva/µ,

and the wall conductivity ratio: cw = σwtw/σmb. Parame-
ters σw and tw correspond to wall electric conductivity and
wall thickness.

This studied geometry is represented in Figure 1. The
relevant DCLL design parameters by CIEMAT [21] and
[25] are: total length of the duct on the flow direction L =
2 m, FCI thickness tFCI = 7 mm, gap thickness tgap = 2
mm, first wall thickness tFW = 18.64 mm, radial wall thick-
ness tSW = 13.48 mm and rear wall thickness tRW = 16.50
mm. Solid materials’ properties are taken from the same
CIEMAT works. The physical properties of the fluid can be
retrieved from Mas de les Valls [16] evaluated at 400ºC. All
properties have been considered constant.

Kirillov et al. [13] presented a useful review of MHD
experimental data that showed that the pressure drop on a
channel depends on:

∂p
∂x

= kp ·σm ·U0 ·B2 (5)

with U0 the dimensional characteristic flow velocity, calcu-
lated with the flow rate and duct cross section; and kp the
dimensionless pressure drop parameter.

Depending on the conductivity of the walls surrounding
the flow channel, different correlations apply. For example,
comparing a typical 2a×2b channel geometry projected by
EUROfusion [25] with a 2 cm/s circulating PbLi flow, with
B=4.15 T, considering a tw=1 mm, those pressure drops
would be ∼2950 Pa/m for the electroconducting walls case
and 35 Pa/m for the electroinsulating walls case, showing
a pressure drop reduction factor of the order of ∼80. This
example shows the importance of the channel electric insu-
lation with FCI.

3. Methodology

The set of Equations 1 to 4 have been modified to calcu-
late a fully developed flow by imposing a fixed flux through
a uniform pressure term. The electric equations have been
prepared to be solved through different regions, allowing
fluid-solid electric interaction. The implementation was
done over the OpenFOAM CFD package as detailed in Mas
de les Valls [15].

The mesh used in all cases was hexahedral. Special
care has been taken when considering the number of nodes
in the boundary layers. For that purpose the detailed re-
port by Mistrangelo [17] on the mesh refinement require-
ments has been very valuable. As a general statement, the
coarsest mesh has at least 4 nodes on Ha boundary layer
(dh = 2b/Ha) and 15 nodes on the side boundary layers
(ds = 3b/Ha0.5). The cell growing criteria has been always
controlled and the coarsest mesh has zones with a cell to
cell ratio of 1.25. Far away from the boundary layers, where
no gradients are found in the bulk some exceptions to this
cell to cell ratios can be found in order to make the cal-
culation time affordable. A Grid Convergence Index (GCI)
analysis has been conducted for those cases with nominal
Ha and Re, using three meshes with different number of
nodes (N). The GCI analysis results are shown in Table 3.
A detail of the coarsest mesh used can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Detail of the coarsest mesh

Selected discretization schemes were central differenc-
ing, of second order, and the steady state was considered
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reached when (ψi −ψi−1)/ψi−1 < 10−10, with the variable of
interest ψ being the uniform pressure gradient term. In all
meshes there are three nodes in the flow direction.

The steps followed in the work have been: 1) Code Val-
idation. 2) Reference Case. 3) Thermal analysis. 4) Defor-
mation Case. 5) Break Case.

3.1. Code Validation
Six initial fundamental cases (Table 1) have been used

to validate the results with the coarsest mesh. The geom-
etry used in the validation cases is the same than the ref-
erence case’s without FCI. In this case, the dimensionless
pressure drop correlation used can also be found in Kirillov
[13]:

kp = 1
1+1/c+ (b/6a) · (c−1

1 + c−1
2 )

(6)

where c corresponds to the wall conductivity ratio in the
Ha walls while c1 and c2 the conductivity ratios associated
with each of the side walls. Table 1 shows the deviation
from Equation 6, i.e. (ψcalc −ψkir)/ψkir

Case Ha=2500 Ha=3000 Ha=3500

Re=355 -2.2% -2.9% -2.3%
Re=750 -2.3% -3.0% -2.4%

Table 1: Validation results

Eventually a case with electroconducting walls at nomi-
nal conditions with Ha=7570 (with b as characteristic length)
and Re=18000 (using a) has been run showing a deviation
of -3%.

The case with isolating walls (Shercliff case) at nom-
inal conditions showed a deviation of 3.9%, this time the
calculated results were compared with correlations shown
in Kirillov [13].

All deviations are within acceptable range and the val-
idation is considered satisfactory.

3.2. Reference Case
The spatial domain of the reference case has been shown

in Figure 1.
The resulting velocity field in the nominal conditions

case can be seen in Figure 3. The result shows velocity jets
in the side gaps greater than the bulk jets, while a stagnant
flow on the Ha gaps. Similar results were found on Urgorri
[25] and on Smolentsev [24]. Found Ugap_ jets/U0 ratio is of
the order of ∼15.

The result of the reference case can be seen in Table 2
next to Urgorri’s study and Kirillov’s expression under the
assumption of equally conducting walls channel case with a
thin layer of Eurofer, and considering the same mean bulk
velocity as in the reference case, i.e. ∼1.96 cm/s.

Figure 3: Reference Case velocity field, Ux [m/s]

Source This study (ψ21
ext) Urgorri Kirillov

∂p/∂x [Pa/m] 3720 3861 3283
kp 0.0144 0.0149 0.0127

Table 2: Comparison of intact reference FCI channel pressure drop

3.3. Thermal Analysis
The neutron flux coming from the plasma travels across

the FW and arrives at the PbLi. The result from the neu-
tron interaction with the FW, PbLi and alumina is the depo-
sition of heat in each component. This phenomena induces
temperature gradients that mechanically stresses the FCI
and could eventually induce a deformation on it.

In order to evaluate the heat deposition and detect the
most critical zone for the deformation, the energy equation
(Equation 7) was solved over the velocity field obtained in
the MHD analysis. Note that advection term only applies to
the LM regions bulk and gap (the only fluid regions). The
Joule dissipation by the electric currents have been omit-
ted as it is considered negligible compared to the neutron
deposition heat source. The energy equation solved is:

∂T
∂t

+∇(vT)=α∇2T +Sth (7)

where α = kth/(ρ · cp) is thermal diffusivity, kth is thermal
conductivity and cp is specific heat. The source term Sth
is linked to the volumetric heat deposition coming from the
neutron flux and equals:

Sth = S0 ·e−m·z (8)

where S0 is the peak of the temperature source term and
equals S0 = q0/(ρ · cp). The thermal load at the FW (q0 =
7.41W /cm3) and the parameter that shapes the exponen-
tial law of radiation-matter interaction (m = 6.3m−1) are
detailed in [25] [20]. Coordinate z is the neutron flux (ra-
dial) direction.

The fully developed velocity field has been extrapolated
to the actual length of the poloidal channel (2m) and the in-
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let temperature has been set to a uniform constant value of
573K. The volumetric heating has been applied to all ma-
terials in the channel. The He channels that surround and
cool the main channel steel structures have been modelled
as a fixed temperature boundary condition: uniform tem-
perature in the radial wall (709K) and linearly increasing
temperature in the first wall (593K-706K), as detailed in
[25].

The results of the thermal analysis for the midplane are
shown in Figure 4 and show good agreement with the orig-
inal work [25].

Figure 4: Reference case temperature field at midplane in [K]

3.4. Deformation Case
The hottest point on the FCI has been evaluated in the

previous section to be on the Ha FCI wall close to the FW,
as is shown in Figure 4. The FCI geometry have been
modified to simulate a deformation induced by the thermo-
mechanical conditions. The deformed FCI Ha wall goes
straight from the rear part of the channel until half of it,
and later a circumference has been modelled from the cen-
ter of the channel to the front part of the channel. Max-
imum deviation is 0.9 mm from the original geometry, lo-
cated at a′/2, as shown in Figure 5. MHD has been solved
for the new geometry. On the nominal conditions (Ha and
Re) deformed case a GCI has been done too. Later, a multi-
Re and a multi-Ha set of cases have been solved.

Figure 5: Detail of the deformation case geometry

3.5. Break Case
Finally, the hypothesis that the FCI deformation might

induce a break in the Alumina and in the FCI steel has
been considered. This case resembles the PES cases by
Smolentsev [23] or by Xu [25]. In our case, however, the
shortcut have been modelled as a solid region with PbLi
electric conductivity, so no leaks might be appreciated. Multi-
Re and a multi-Ha set of cases have been solved too. Figure
6 shows the break region.

Figure 6: Detail of the break case geometry

4. Results

Two different results have been obtained in this work.
The first is associated with the GCI analysis of the refer-
ence, deformed and broken FCI cases at nominal conditions
(Re and Ha). The second result corresponds to a parametric
study of the dimensionless pressure drop for different flow
conditions in each case.

The first result is summarized in Table 3. The GCI
analysis has been conducted using a safety factor of 1.25
following the procedure described in Celik et al. [5]. Three
meshes have been used, coarse (3), medium (2) and fine (1).
Coarse mesh has 6 nodes in Ha boundary layer and 15 in
side boundary layer. Fine mesh has 24 and 60 nodes re-
spectively following the rule r = 2. Asymptotic range in the
GCI analysis has been obtained in all cases. This analy-
sis shows that the case with smallest pressure drop is the
deformed case.

ψ= ∂p/∂x [Pa/m]

Parameter Reference Deformation Break

N3 ∼76 k ∼120 k ∼265 k
N2 ∼304 k ∼481 k ∼1060 k
N1 ∼1216 k ∼1928 k ∼4244 k
r32 2 2 2
r21 2 2 2
ψ3 3501 3343 3415
ψ2 3620 3377 3421
ψ1 3674 3383 3420
p 1.12 2.57 1.72

ψ21
ext 3720 3384 3419

e21
a 0.0148 0.0016 0.0005

e21
ext 0.0125 0.0003 0.0003

GCI21
f ine 1.58% 0.04% 0.03%

Table 3: Results of GCI analysis for the three cases at nominal conditions

Results in Table 2 show a deviation from the results
presented in [25] of ∼3%, similar to the GCI tolerance, which
confirms the validity of the analysis. The result shows a de-
viation of ∼13% comparing to the correlation from Kirillov
[13] for a bulk-and-thin-wall regions flow, showing the elec-
trical insulator performs effectively.

The percentage of flow rate that goes into bulk region
remains practically the same in the three different scenar-
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ios being, for the nominal case, deformation case and break
case, 88.85%, 88.35% and 88.65%, respectively. The re-
maining part of flow rate goes into gap region being 11.15%,
11.65% and 11.35%, respectively.

The second result is shown in Figure 7. The figure
shows the dimensionless pressure drop coefficient for dif-
ferent flow conditions (multiple N). The mesh used for this
analysis has 4 nodes in Ha boundary layer and 20 in side
boundary layer. This analysis shows that the case with
smallest pressure drop is the broken case for a wide range
of N. This result doesn’t agree with the GCI analysis above,
even for the same N = 3125. The difference in the mesh is
the cause for this discrepancy.

Figure 7: Dimensionless pressure drop vs N = Ha2/Re

5. Discussion

From the MHD point of view, the geometry modifica-
tion induced in the deformation case forces a different an-
gle at which

−→
j circulate in Ha boundary layers. In case

of non-conducting walls, this would modify the returning−→
j −−→

B angle, reducing the thrust the Ha boundary layer
exhibits, and thus increasing pressure drop. In case of con-
ducting walls (such as the Eurofer inner layer of the FCI),
the returning

−→
j circulates through the walls, avoiding the

thrusting Lorentz coupling in the Ha boundary layer fluid
region, and therefore an angle variation does not affect the
pressure drop, as can be confirmed by the results.

The break in the most deformed region has been sim-
ulated by imposing the same electrical conductivity at the
FCI than the LM. This effectively resulted in a shortcircuit
between the electric potential in the Ha gap and the bulk
flow. This case highly resembles the so called PES in previ-
ous works like in [24]. Affections to the MHD pressure drop
and velocity profile by this shortcircuits are small, and re-
sults are consistent with previous results.

The dimensionless pressure drop kp obtained for most
of the studied cases is similar to the kp calculated with the

Kirillov correlation, i.e. kp ∼ 0.013, confirming the good
insulation of the proposed alumina for the FCI material
and the relevance of the inner FCI steel layer. Around
N = 3 · 103, a change in the kp coefficient is appreciated,
which can suggest a change in the flow regime. For larger
N values there is negligible difference between reference
and deformed cases. For lower N values the deformation
and break cases show similar results. Nevertheless, abso-
lute values of Figure 7 must be read with caution because
the mesh has shown to be too coarse (as mentioned in pre-
vious section in comparison with GCI analysis).

6. Conclusions

The φ-MHDFoam [15] adapted to multi-region cases has
been applied successfully to FCI non-buoyant fully devel-
oped analysis. Design parameters have been taken from
latest DCLL proposal.

A thermal analysis has been carried out solving the
scalar transport of temperature. The location and mag-
nitude of hot spots in the FCI are consistent with those
observed in previous works [25].

A FCI deformation has been modelled. Maximum dis-
placement has been assumed located at a′/2 where impor-
tant thermal gradients can be observed, in the Hartmann
FCI wall.

A FCI break has been modelled in the maximum dis-
placement point. The break has been modelled imposing
the same electric conductivity than the fluid on the FCI.

The deformation and break cases showed negligible in-
fluence on the pressure drop for the studied range of N.
Results confirmed the good insulation provided by the alu-
mina in the sandwitch FCI design, and the relevance of the
inner steel layer in the behaviour of head losses in case of
FCI deformation.
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